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"Become A Mind Reading, Marketing Psychic And Know Exactly What Will Make Your Prospects Buy

Your Products On Command!" Are You Tired Of Guessing What Will Sell Online? Do you constantly

worry about the product or service you're offering and it's possible success or failure? How would you like

to be able to predict the success of a product and your website? Even further, how would you like to have

your customers specifically tell you what they want to buy from you? These are all things that can be your

reality when you Survey Everything... Your Name Here Dear Friend, I want to congratulate you for making

it to this page. You've taken a step that will forever change the direction of your life and business. Are you

currently selling a product online? Are you hoping to one day get started selling a product for profit?

Whatever your doing online, it can be hard to figure out what people want to buy. It's pretty much a

guessing game for the most part when launching products. YOU create it and hope that it will sell. It can

also be very expensive and stressful when trying to launch a product on the Internet because the market

place is so touchy, not to mention competitive. Things you may have thought would never make a dime

online, may very well be the next hottest buying trend. It can be frustrating and expensive to launch a

product blindly. The Fact Of The Matter Is, All Of The Big Time Online Money Making Internet Marketing

Guru's Know Something That You Don't Know - Well Until Now That Is! Have you seen all of the hugely

successful big businesses and successful info marketers that seem to release product after product that

is successful? There's a reason for this! They don't just come up with product ideas out of thin air and

launch them randomly. When they launch a product they know in advance if it's going to be a success

before they put a bunch of money or research into it. This isn't some 6th sense or some psychic power

although you could probably make people believe that by using our incredible new system. The fact is,

they do everything in a precise manner and the results are obvious to them when they launch. Many

companies that you see as successful come out with successful product after successful product. But

what gives them the edge and makes them so successful? They... Scientifically Ask Visitors &

Subscribers Exactly What They Want, And Then They Givet I To Them... You see, they use sophisticated

web software to ask their customers to tell them just what it is that they want. They then analyze this data
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to see exactly what it is that is making people eager to buy and then use it in their product creation and

promotion. This is what creates a compelling offer. Think about it, if you could personally ask your

potential customers questions related to your product, do you think you could customize it just how they

want and sell more of that product? Sure you could! Having this insider information about your potential

clients could give you the edge that you need to make an absolute killing with your product Surveying

your prospects or current customers can mean the difference between a product that completely fails and

one that is a raging success! Surveys are also a great way to increase conversion rates on a current

product you are selling! Consider this... Problem: You get 1000 visitors to your website and only make 10

sales.. You wonder what you are doing wrong, but unfortunately that's all you can do is wonder...

Solution: You install a simple 3 lines of code from your Survey Everything Account and the problem will

soon be solved... You just ask your customers as they are leaving this... Thank you for coming to our

website. We are sorry to see you go, without purchasing our "Super Duper Whatever" How would you like

a chance to grab a free copy of our normally $197.00 priced "Super Duper Whatever" Just for taking 30

seconds of your time to tell us what the biggest reason you were leaving without purchasing today was?

We are going to email you a free copy of it right away! Just enter your reason for not buying and your

email address so we can send you a free copy of our "Super Duper Whatever" today for your time! First

Name Email Address Now you are probably thinking- What... are you crazy, what in the world makes you

think I want to give away free copies of my $197 "Super Duper Whatever"? Well think about this.. you

want to figure out why all your customers are leaving without buying don't you? Of course you do! But

people are busy... the easiest way you are going to get them to take the time to answer your survey

above is to offer them something with "real value" which is a free copy of the product they were just

looking at on your website! (this is only recommended for digital products, for physical products offer them

an ebook on the same subject) The Payoff: After a certain number of people have answered your survey

you login back into your Survey Everything account and review the answers for this campaign! If you

keep seeing a lot of the same kinda of answer such as- "The reason I was leaving your website without

buying is because you do not take paypal" Guess- what you just learned.... how to instantly increase your

conversion rate by simply adding paypal as a payment option!! No obviously this is a simple thing to do,

you will get all kinds of answers that will help you dial in your site for optimum conversions on your traffic!

All this just for giving away a few free copies of your digital product! That's the great thing about digital



products, sell or give away 10 or 10,000 and your cost stays the same! Now that you have your site

dialed in remove the free product popups and get ready to make some sales! Side Benefit: Sure you gave

away some product, but you built a highly targeted email list at the same time you can now market to over

and over again!! Heck you may end up finding out you make more money off this list you are now building

then you ever did selling your product through follow-up affiliate marketing! If this turns out to be the case

I would personally keep giving away my "Super Duper Whatever" forever! This is just one way you can

use "The Ultimate Survey Wizard" The possibilities are endless! * Survey your list to see what products

they would like to see you create next... * Survey your list to see which or your current products they

would like to buy resale rights to and how much they would be willing to pay... * Survey your exit traffic to

see what price they would have paid today.. * You get the idea.. Until Now Surveys Have Required

Extensive Web Systems, Spreadsheets & Employees To Track All The Data To Work Effectively...

Survey software and systems have always been extremely expensive. Why so expensive? You see, the

companies that develop them realize how much more money a business can make if they can survey

they customers so they charge a hefty fee for it. You've also needed a staff to analyze, prepare and

organize the survey results in a readable manner to realize the full potential of that data. I'm sure that you

don't care to spend hundreds or thousands of dollars on software and that you don't want to hire

employees. Which is why I'm very excited to introduce... "The Ultimate Survey Wizard"! With This System

You Can... * Ask Any Question You Need The Answer To From Your Customer! * Increase Sales

Scientifically And Automatically ! * Gather Profitable Subscriber & Customer Intelligence! Using "The

Ultimate Survey Wizard" Is Easy! You don't need to be a computer wiz to do this. In fact, there is no

software to install at all. You simply follow a few easy steps and you're well on your way to gathering all of

the covert customer data you could ever need! So What's This System Based On? This system is based

on the scientific principals of testing that big corporations used. The best part is it's been tamed and made

easy for the little guy to use almost without effort. You'll be increasing sales and profits in no time with this

unique, intuitive system. What Can I Expect With The Ultimate Survey Wizard? * An Incredibly Easy

Interface For Fast Setups & Easy Browsing Of Surveys! * Detailed Stats & Reporting Functions That Do

All The Data Analysis For You! * Simple As 1-2-3 User Instructions That Show You Exactly How To Get

Setup! * No Software To Install Or Mess With So You Can Forget About Technical Hang Ups! * Easy To

Understand Stats That Are Already Broken Down For You To Read! * Sorting, Searching & Viewing Tools



To See & Manipulate Survey Data & Responses! What Will You Do With The Ability To Increase

Response Overnight With This Simple System? This System Will Give You ... * Powerful Customer Data

For Use In Your Business! * Increased Subscribers & Customers Automatically! * Intuitive & Easy To

Understand Reports & Stats! * Sleek & Fast Survey Setups That Are A Breeze To Do!
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